New HIV infections among adults aged 15+

- **New HIV infections among adults declined by 13%,** which is too slow to achieve the 2020 targets. **Programme scale-up is needed.**

**Estimated HIV prevention financing and gaps**

**Enablers & systems**

- **AVOIDED HEALTH CARE DUE TO STIGMA & DISCRIMINATION (%)**
  - Not available to Sex Workers
  - Not available to Gay Men and other Men who have Sex with Men
  - Not available to People who Inject Drugs

- **WOMEN EXPERIENCED INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE (%)**
  - 17%

- **SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS STRATEGY: LEVEL OF HIV LINKAGES (SCORE 0-15)**
  - 30%

- **GIRLS WHO COMPLETED LOWER SECONDARY EDUCATION (%)**
  - 27%

- **MARRIED WOMEN'S DECISION MAKING ABOUT THEIR OWN HEALTH CARE (%)**
  - 16%

- **NEXX STEPS:**
  1. Engage, mobilize, advocate and promote the HIV primary prevention agenda at all levels as an essential component to achieve epidemic control.
  2. Take immediate remedial action on low scoring components of the five prevention pillars and the 10-point Road Map.
  3. Strengthen civil society organizations and public-private partnerships for HIV primary prevention.
  4. Advocate for increased domestic financing for the HIV response.